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My Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM) is about to reset, what would my interest 

rate be? 

 

That's a question on the minds of many homeowners who have adjustable rate mortgages 

(ARM). Whether you have a 3/1 or 3/6, 5/1 or 5/6, 7/1, or 10/1 ARM, after the initial period 

of the fixed rate expires, your rate will reset. How frequently your rate adjusts depends on 

the ARM agreement (you can find that information on your NOTE, more on that to follow). 

For example, a 3/1 means that the initial rate is fixed for 3 years, then it will be reset once 

every year. A 3/6 means that the rate will be reset once every 6 months. 

 

In order to find out exactly what your rate will be, we need to take a look at your Note. It 

is the most important piece of document that holds the answer to our reset question. You 

would be able to find a copy of the Note within your loan document copy package from the 

Purchase or the last Refinance of your home. The Note is the document that has the header 

“Adjustable Rate Note” on top. If you cannot locate your Note, the best way is to contact 

your lender and request a copy (that might incur a charge from the lender). 

 

The Note lists the date and your property address on the top. It also contains information 

regarding your loan amount, the lender (1), and your interest rate (2). Your initial monthly 

payment date, in this case, November 1, 2005, is stated under (3A). The payment amount 

is stated under (3B). 
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Under (4) Interest Rate and Monthly Payment Changes, it tells you the first day of the initial 

interest rate change. In this example is a 5/1 Interest Only, therefore the initial interest 

rate changes on November 1, 2010, and it will change on that day every 12th month 

thereafter. The change will be based on the Index (4B) and margin. In this example, it's the 

one-year London Interbank Offered Rate ("LIBOR"). Some notes base the change on the 

Treasury Index. If that’s the case, just substitute the correct data for the corresponding 

Index for your calculation. 

 

Calculation of Changes (4C) denotes it will be based on the Index plus a margin of 2.25%. 

(4D) tells you that the rate change cannot be greater than 10.625% or less than 2.25% for 

the initial change, and cannot be increased or decreased by more than 2% every year from 

the rate.   
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For demonstration purposes, let's pretend today is November 1, 2010. 

 

Initial rate: 5.625% 

The 1 year LIBOR Index is at 1.975% (you can find the up-to-date index data from http://google.com) 

Index + Margin = 1.975% + 2.25% = 4.225% 

 

According to the above, the reset rate will be 4.225% for the year starting from the change 

date and it will reset again in 12 months. 

 

Therefore, your interest rate might well be lower than what you currently have, especially 

due to the current economic climate. However, you need to be aware, particularly if you 

have an "interest only" loan, usually the first change date also means that you will start to 

pay "Principal & Interest" on your monthly payment, as denoted under (4G). In this 

example, after the initial 5 year period of fixed interest, the loan payment will be calculated 

by fully amortizing over 25 years. 

 

 

http://google.com/
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If you are still unsure about how your interest rate will reset, give me a call so that we can 

go over it together. You will have a good idea of what your rate and payment would be if 

your loan is set to reset in the near future. Even if your loan is not set to adjust in at least 

a 1 year or more, you will know exactly how that will impact you then. If you haven't done 

so already, it would also be a good idea to see if you can take advantage of the current low 

rates and turn your ARM into a 30 or 15 Year Fixed Rate loan if it benefits you. 

 

I know it can be challenging navigating through that big pile of loan document, but if you 

currently have an Adjustable Rate Mortgage the hunt will be well worth your time. If you 

have any question or concern, be sure to contact me. 

 

Sincerely, 

 


